Your Assurance of Quality
Not all limited edition prints and canvases are alike,
even at the same price.The Greenwich Workshop
has been the trusted leader for over 25 years,
combining the best “fine art” and “state-of-the-art” techniques
to make it possible for a growing audience to acquire—with
confidence—signed art by sought-after artists whose original
paintings are accessible to only a few.
Artist-approved and personalized

No Greenwich Workshop edition is published without the artist’s close collaboration working with the publisher
and fine art printing specialists. Only when the artist is satisfied that a “proof ” matches the original in color and clarity, is the edition printed. And only when the artist has approved each individual print, does he or she personalize it
with their signature. From start to finish, it takes several months to create your limited edition print.

Unsurpassed fidelity to the original work of art

While the industry standard is often printing with only four colors, we routinely add additional “touch colors” for added
vibrancy and color fidelity. Our inks and archival (acid-free) paper are made to our exacting specifications, and we print
with only the highest “line screen” possible to achieve more clarity and detail than is visible in less expensively made
reproductions.

Choose art with confidence from today’s most sought-after artists

The Greenwich Workshop has been the publishing company of choice by the finest art and framing galleries,
collectors and artists themselves, trusted for our discerning taste since the company was founded by the late David
Usher in 1972.

Not everyone can own a limited edition like yours

Edition sizes vary but, on average, only a small fraction of 1% of North American households can own one of the
prints in any edition! This assures you that The Greenwich Workshop art in your home is unique and special.

Greenwich Workshop quality costs LESS than you think

A limited edition brings beauty, enjoyment and personal expression for generations to come and costs surprisingly
less than many other investments for the home.
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